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IN [I] WE defined the tame category of a (r- 1)-connected space X, r23, either as the 
category of its r-taming or as the least category of those spaces tame equivalent to X. 
Unfortunately these two definitions do not agree, as shown by the example of S3, whose 3- 
taming is K(Z, 3). Actually the first definition is irrelevant, because we have observed that the 
r-taming of a r-connected space of finite type has infinite category or is contractible. We 
therefore suggest another definition of r-tame category. 
Definition. The r-tame category of a (r- 1)-connected space X, r 2 3, is the least integer 
(or ccj if there is no such integer) such that the r-taming of the (n + I)-fold diagonal factors 
through the r-taming of the inclusion of the fat wedge. 
We can prove a mapping theorem with this definition, and the example given in [l] shows 
that the hypothesis that the map be split injective on homotopy groups is necessary. 
On the other hand, H. Scheerer has pointed out that our proof of Lemma 3, on the 
decomposability of tame loop spaces, is incomplete. Other proofs can be given ([2, 31). 
We apologize for these errors; details can be found in [2] (see also [4]). 
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